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Short description – vers 1: 

Our host, Petra, is tired of being single, she tired of boring and predictable dates and has lost faith in the 

danish dating culture. This is why she with an open heart begins her journey to different countries and 

cultures to see if the answer to her problems can be found there.  

Short description – vers 2: 

Our host wants a boyfriend, but it can be difficult to find when you are tired of predictable dates and tired of 

the danish dating culture where no one makes an effort. Therefore our host travels around the world to see if 

there is better ways to date in other countries and cultures. Maybe “the holy dating grail” is hidden in the 

nightlife of Beirut, or maybe among the young natureloving men in Iceland? 

 

Episodes: 

1. Libanon: Unlike in Denmark, here dating means glamour and bling bling. The women of Beitrut really 

makes an effort and goes all in on their looks prior to a date.   

2. Mexico: How does the strong macho role effect the datingculture?  

3. Serbia: What are the differences between dating in the rich Western Europe and the less rich Eastern 

Europe?  

4. Brazil: In Brazil you can’t be afraid of showing some skin, dating in only a bikini is pretty common.  



5. Iceland: How does nature effect a date? If you are on the back of a horse? Looking at a waterfall? Or 

driving on a snow scooter? 

6. USA: In Los Angeles dating has been professionalized. You can hire someone to get you a date. And 

dating is a natural part of everyday life.  
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